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Abstract

Conditions for stagnation, recirculation and ventilation potential of the atmosphere were
studied in five argentine cities: Resistencia, Cordoba, Buenos Aires, Mar del Plata and Comodoro´
Rivadavia, located in different regions of the country. Wind run and recirculation factors were
calculated for a 24-h transport time using 2 years of hourly surface measurements of wind speed

Ž .and direction. The largest stagnation frequency 45% of the time was observed in Resistencia,
located in the northeastern part of the country, in an area where winds are weak. The least

Ž .frequency of stagnations 2% was observed in Comodoro Rivadavia, in the southern region of the
country, a region dominated by strong westerly winds. Comodoro Rivadavia and Cordoba´
registered the largest frequency of recirculations. Comodoro Rivadavia exposed to sea–land
breezes and Cordoba, located on a complex terrain area and exposed to local circulations,´
experienced recirculation events during 10% of the time. Good atmospheric ventilation occurs
when a high value of wind run and a low value of the recirculation factor are observed and it can
be associated with the atmosphere’s capacity to replace polluted air with clean air. Ventilation
events occurred 58% of the time at Comodoro Rivadavia, 52% at Mar del Plata, 40% at Buenos
Aires, 35% at Cordoba and 18% at Resistencia. In general, stagnation was more frequently´
observed during autumn and winter, recirculation during spring and summer and good ventilation
conditions occurred during spring. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The emplacement and development of urban and industrial areas require, among
other considerations, studies regarding the local dilution efficiency of the atmosphere,
since air pollution concentrations depend not only on emissions but also on the relevant

Žatmospheric transport and dispersion conditions. The ventilation coefficient see Munn,
.1970 is a parameter generally used to evaluate the local atmospheric transport and

dispersion conditions. This coefficient is defined as the product of mixing height and
average wind speed through this height. The mixing height is the thickness of the lower
layer of atmosphere where contaminants are mixed and diluted by convection. The
ventilation coefficient can be interpreted as the volume of air that is renewed in the unit
of time and of length transverse to the wind direction. Climatological studies of the
mixing height and of the ventilation coefficient have been carried out in some countries,

Žusing, in general, the existing network of rawinsonde stations see, for example,
Holzworth, 1967, 1972; Portelli, 1977; Dayan et al., 1988; Viswanadham and Santosh,

.1989; Myrick et al., 1994 . Up to now, in Argentina, several studies on the behavior of
the height of the mixing layer and the ventilation coefficient have been carried out
ŽMazzeo et al., 1973; Scian and Quinteros, 1976; Mazzeo and Gassmann, 1992, 1994;

. ŽUlke and Mazzeo, 1998 at various locations, using Holzworth’s methodology Holz-
.worth, 1967 . These studies show that poor ventilation conditions occur in the northeast-

ern and center-eastern regions of Argentina and that the southern region has good
ventilation conditions during the whole year.

Calculation of the ventilation coefficient needs surface and upper meteorological
observations. Wind speed and temperature profiles have to be known to estimate the
mixing height and the average wind speed. Sometimes, at some sites that information is
not available and an alternative technique of quantifying the air pollution transport

Ž .potential at these sites is useful. Recently, Allwine and Whiteman 1994 proposed
another way to study the atmospheric transport and dispersion conditions by means of
‘‘stagnation’’ and ‘‘recirculation’’ concepts. Stagnations are situations where the air
flow reduces its velocity or stops altogether, allowing concentration levels to increase in
the vicinity of the emitting source. Recirculations are events in which polluted air is
initially transported away from the emitting source, but returning later, could produce

Ž .high levels of air pollution concentrations. Allwine and Whiteman 1994 define integral
quantities which may be used to identify ‘‘stagnation’’ and ‘‘recirculation’’ conditions
during a certain period of time. It is important to point out that, in order to calculate the
integral quantities, the surface wind data measured at a meteorological station is all the

Ž .information that it is required. Furthermore, Allwine and Whiteman 1994 present a
method to identify ‘‘ventilation’’ events, using the values of the wind run and the
recirculation factor. According to their definition, ventilations occur when polluted air is
swept or diluted by clean air.

In this paper, we compute the integral quantities in order to characterize the
occurrence of stagnations, recirculations and ventilations in the atmosphere of some
urban and industrial areas in the Argentine Republic. We study the variation of the mean
seasonal values of the integral quantities and we present the plot of the annual
occurrence of stagnation, recirculation and ventilation for each site. We have identified
the areas with good atmospheric dispersion conditions.
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2. Methodology

ŽThe representative integral quantities for stagnation and recirculation Allwine and
. Ž .Whiteman, 1994 are calculated on the basis of observed wind speed V and direction

Ž . Ž . Žu . This method considers a time series of N data pairs V; u where u is the
.direction from which the wind is blowing, measured clockwise from north and it

Ž .proposes to resolve the wind vector into east–west positive towards the east and
Ž .north–south positive towards the north components, respectively, in the following

way:

u sV sin u y180Ž .i i i

Õ sV cos u y180Ž .i i i

where is1, . . . , N.
Ž . Ž .The time of observation t of each value is t s t q iy1 T , where t is the timei i 0 0

Žof the first data point and T is the averaging interval of the data for example, if hourly
.information is considered, then Ts1 hs3600 s . The discrete integral quantities are

computed using the following expressions:
Ž .i ‘‘wind run’’:

iqn
1r22 2S sT u qÕ 1Ž .Ž .Ýi j j

js1

Ž .ii ‘‘recirculation factor’’:
1r22 2X qYŽ .i i

R s1y 2Ž .i Si

where: X sTÝiqnu is the transport distance in the east–west direction. Y sTÝiqnÕi jsi j i jsi j

is the transport distance in the north–south direction, for is1, . . . , Nyn where
wŽ . x Ž .ns trT y1 and 0Fn-N, and t is the desired transport time TFt-NT .

The values of S and R are computed at each time t , where time t represents thei i i i
Ž .transport start time and time t qt represents the transport end time. The magnitude Si i

is a measure of the total distance that the parcel has travelled from the time t to timei
Ž .t qt . This result cannot be considered as a true measure of the transport of the airi

pollutants due to the fact that in actual conditions, particularly in complex terrain, the
wind field must not necessarily be considered homogeneous, although these quantities
allow us to describe the conditions for the transport of polluted air in different regions.
The value of S can indicate stagnation of the air. In fact, the value S s0 kmi i

corresponds to a situation of total stagnation, in other words, the absence of wind during
Ž .the transport time t . The recirculation factor R indicates the occurrence of locali

recirculations on time scales comparable with t . If R s0, then there has been noi

recirculations and if R s1 then a complete recirculation has occurred and the air parceli
Ž .has returned to its starting point. Bear in mind that expression 2 presents a mathemati-

cal singularity, when S is null. But if this occurs, then the numerator will also be nulli
Ž .because in this case, X sY s0 km , so that R s0 when S s0 km, indicating thei i i i

absence of transport and recirculation. Ventilation is characterized by low values of Ri
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and high values of S . In this way, the concept of good ventilation, should be interpretedi

as the atmospheric capacity to replace polluted air by sweeping in fresh air.
Ž .Allwine and Whiteman 1994 also propose an approach for classifying the atmo-

Ž .sphere of different sites, comparing the mean values of the wind run S and of the
Ž .recirculation factor R , with predetermined critical values. If the mean value of S is

lower than the critical value, the local atmosphere shows a tendency towards stagnation
of the air, if the mean value of R is greater than the corresponding critical value, the
local air flow has a tendency towards recirculation. For site prone to ventilation, the
mean value of S is greater than a critical value of S for ventilation and the mean value
of R is lower than a critical value of R for ventilation. A second procedure for
classifying stagnation, recirculation and ventilation potential is based on the computa-

Ž . Ž .tions of the percent occurrence of S FSc stagnation , of R GRc recirculation andi i
Ž .simultaneously S GScv and R FRcv ventilation , where Sc, Rc and Scv and Rcv arei i

the respective critical values.
Ž .Likewise, as Allwine and Whiteman 1994 have pointed out, for any site the sum of

the observed percent occurrence of stagnation, recirculation and ventilation, will not
necessarily add up to 100%. The reason is that some flow conditions might not show
any of these features or stagnation and recirculation could occur simultaneously.

3. Application to different sites in the Argentine Republic

3.1. Brief description of climatic characteristics of the wind in the Argentine territory

Ž . 2The Argentine territory Fig. 1 has an area of almost 2.8 million km and extends
from approximately 228S to 558S, from the tropics to the subpolar region. The average
wind conditions are controlled by three circulatory systems: the Atlantic anticyclone that
controls the eastern part of the subtropical region, the wind system that develops
according to the intensity of the quasi-stationary low in the central part of the country
and the prevailing westerlies of the middle latitudes in the southern part of the country
Ž . Žthe Patagonian region . Local winds as pampero, sudestada, zonda, land and sea

.breeze, valley circulations, etc. are temporarily decisive and may assume climatic
importance for certain regions. The Patagonian region is situated between the southern
flank of the semi-permanent, subtropical high-pressure belt or cells, whose direct
influence extends to about 408S throughout the year, and the intensive subpolar
low-pressure trough, which is centered approximately on the Antarctic Circle. In this
region, the isobars parallel the latitudes during the winter, since a ridge over the
continent connects the Atlantic and the Pacific high-pressure centers both at approxi-
mately the same latitude and with similar intensities. In summer, on the other hand, the
two high-pressure cells are separated over the continent by a low-pressure trough. The
west winds of the Patagonian region are characterized not only by their prevalence
Ž .50–70% of all observations, including calms during the entire year but also by their
intensity. A geostrophic wind of about 7 mrs corresponds to the mean annual pressure
gradient between 408S and 608S at 758W. Also, along the entire coast of Patagonia, land
and sea breezes are superimposed on the prevailing westerlies. Therefore, the west
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Fig. 1. Location of the meteorological stations considered in this study.

Ž .winds have their greatest frequency in winter when the sea breeze is hardly developed
but the maximum wind speed is observed in summer. The northern limit of the west
wind regime runs from the Andean valleys at about 378S to the eastern coast at 418S.
The northwest–southeast position of this boundary is determined by both geographical
and meteorological factors. Northwards of 378S, the average height of the cordillera

Ž .increases markedly Aconcagua, 6959 m, is at 338S and the continent widens consider-
ably. It is therefore impossible for the west winds to blow down to the surface, and it is
also impossible for them to reach as far as the Atlantic coast throughout the year.
However, the main reason why the prevalence of the westerlies ceases at these latitudes
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is that during the summer, the meridional pressure gradient changes to a zonal gradient.
A low-pressure trough located on the eastern side of the Andes splits the zonal
high-pressure ridge. Hence, a change in wind direction from west to south takes place on
the western side of the trough, and to the north or northeast on its eastern side.
Consequently, the prevalence of the westerlies throughout the year is interrupted and the
typical Patagonian wind conditions end. The transition from the prevalence of a zonal
component wind, to a perennial dominance of a meridional component takes place in a

Ž .small zone located along 388S the upper limit of the Patagonian region . Here, a zonal
flow predominates in winter and a meridional flow in summer.

The above-mentioned low-pressure trough separating the south from the north winds,
extends in the central part of the country from the north to the northern Patagonia at
about 678W. To the east of the central low-pressure trough, the winds depend primarily
on the position and intensity of the Atlantic anticyclone. There exists a clear difference

Ž . Žbetween the wind regime in Patagonia Comodoro Rivadavia and the pampas Cordoba,´
.Buenos Aires . In both regions, the increase of wind speed begins in September, whereas

in Patagonia, the period of strongest winds ends in February or March, in the pampas
itself it finishes as early as December. This time difference between the maximum wind
velocity periods in north–south direction from early spring to summer is due to the

Ždifferences of the annual variation of pressure in the continental part of Argentina rapid
.warming and pressure decrease in spring in contrast to the conditions over the Atlantic.

Daily variation of wind velocity is well expressed over the central and eastern large
plains of the country and land and sea breezes can be observed along the Atlantic coast.
For example, from October to March, the sea breeze at Mar del Plata sets in between
8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. with a simultaneous increase in speed and maintains its

Ž .direction until about midnight or even 1:00 a.m. of the next day in January. However,
by this time, the speed has almost reached its minimum. In mid-winter, the predomi-
nance of the sea breezes is reduced to about 3 h in the afternoon.

Ž .Over the northeastern part of the country Resistencia , a weak but prevalent eastern
to southeastern current is observed throughout the year. According to the annual
variation of the pressure over the Atlantic and over the center of the continent, the
easterlies are more pronounced in spring and summer.

3.2. Data and results

Ž . Ž .Eqs. 1 and 2 and the approach described can be applied to determine if
atmospheric transport characteristics at a given site exceed determined critical values for

Table 1
Argentine locations considered in this study

Ž . Ž .Site Latitude — S Longitude — W Elevation m Population inhab.
X XResistencia 27827 59803 52 298,572
X XCordoba 31819 64813 474 1,179,067´
X XBuenos Aires 34835 58829 25 2,963,403
X XMar del Plata 37856 57835 21 524,231
X XComodoro Rivadavia 45847 67830 46 128,837
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Table 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Mean Sm and minimum Smin values of the wind run measure in km at each site

Site Summer Autumn Winter Spring Annual

Sm Smin Sm Smin Sm Smin Sm Smin Sm Smin

Resistencia 132 0 125 2 157 0 196 6 153 0
Cordoba 256 41 255 0 260 4 354 46 281 0´
Buenos Aires 297 94 225 0 261 19 307 28 273 0
Mar del Plata 419 104 367 6 362 0 430 72 394 0
Comodoro Rivadavia 787 93 640 30 475 0 666 122 633 0

stagnation, recirculation or ventilation. They can also be applied to compare the
atmospheric transport characteristics at different sites and to identify air pollution
dispersion regimes.

The sites where conditions of stagnation, recirculation and ventilation are studied, are
shown in Fig. 1; their latitudes, longitudes, elevation and population are included in
Table 1. These sites are chosen taking into account the available meteorological
information, their latitudinal disposition and since Argentina’s territory extends mostly
from north to south, the possibility of finding different stagnation, recirculation and
ventilation regimes is also considered. We used 2 years of hourly data of wind speed and
direction collected at Resistencia, Cordoba, Buenos Aires, Mar del Plata and Comodoro´
Rivadavia meteorological stations of the National Meteorological Service. The wind
speed and direction were measured at a height of 10 m from the ground at all sites. We

Ž . Žconsidered a transport time t of 24 h. The chosen sites are mainly coastal Comodoro
Rivadavia and Mar del Plata on the Atlantic Ocean; Buenos Aires on the Rıo de la Plata´

.and Resistencia on the Parana river and Cordoba is located among sierras and complex´ ´
terrain, so in some seasons they will probably be affected by the occurrence of local
circulations induced by diurnal heating, because of this, the focus of our analysis is on

Ž . Ž .24-h transport times. Table 2 shows the mean Sm and minimum Smin seasonal and
annual values of the wind run for each site. The data were grouped in: summer
Ž . Ž . ŽDecember, January and February ; autumn March, April and May ; winter June, July

. Ž .and August and spring September, October and November . It can be seen that the
mean seasonal and annual values Sm are larger at higher latitudes. The lowest mean

Ž .annual value occurs at Resistencia Sms153 km, daily mean wind speed of 1.8 mrs

Table 3
Ž . Ž .Mean Rm and maximum Rmax values of the recirculation factor at each site

Site Summer Autumn Winter Spring Annual

Rm Rmax Rm Rmax Rm Rmax Rm Rmax Rm Rmax

Resistencia 0.21 0.98 0.15 0.96 0.12 0.94 0.16 0.98 0.16 0.98
Cordoba 0.28 0.99 0.24 0.95 0.22 0.98 0.26 0.97 0.25 0.99´
Buenos Aires 0.27 0.97 0.18 0.99 0.20 0.95 0.23 0.99 0.23 0.99
Mar del Plata 0.28 0.98 0.21 0.96 0.16 0.95 0.21 0.97 0.21 0.98
Comodoro Rivadavia 0.25 0.98 0.18 0.98 0.19 0.99 0.27 0.99 0.22 0.99
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Ž .Fig. 2. Isopleth plot of the joint S – R cumulative percent occurrence for Resistencia. The percent occurrence
Ž . Ž .of ventilation can be read on the isopleth given the critical values of S bottom axis and R right axis .

Žand the largest at Comodoro Rivadavia Sms633 km, daily mean wind speed of 7.3
.mrs . According to the climatological information processed by the National Meteoro-

Ž .logical Service S.M.N., 1992 , the wind speeds observed in Resistencia are weak, their
findings show that, on the average, the wind speed exceeds 12.0 mrs only 56 days a
year, while in Comodoro Rivadavia, the mean number of days with wind speed greater

Ž .Fig. 3. Isopleth plot of the joint S – R cumulative percent occurrence for Cordoba. The percent occurrence of´
Ž . Ž .ventilation can be read on the isopleth given the critical values of S bottom axis and R right axis .
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Ž .Fig. 4. Isopleth plot of the joint S – R cumulative percent occurrence for Buenos Aires. The percent
Ž . Žoccurrence of ventilation can be read on the isopleth given the critical values of S bottom axis and R right

.axis .

than 12 mrs is 280. In Resistencia, Cordoba, Buenos Aires and Mar del Plata, the´
largest mean seasonal value of Sm is observed in spring, while in Comodoro Rivadavia

Ž .it occurs in summer. All sites show 24-h periods of total stagnation S s0 km , but noti

Ž .Fig. 5. Isopleth plot of the joint S – R cumulative percent occurrence for Mar del Plata. The percent
Ž . Žoccurrence of ventilation can be read on the isopleth given the critical values of S bottom axis and R right

.axis .
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Ž .Fig. 6. Isopleth plot of the joint S – R cumulative percent occurrence for Comodoro Rivadavia. The percent
Ž . Žoccurrence of ventilation can be read on the isopleth given the critical values of S bottom axis and R right

.axis .

Ž .during spring. The largest minimum value of wind run Smins122 km was obtained
for Comodoro Rivadavia.

Ž . Ž .Table 3 shows the mean Rm and maximum Rmax daily seasonal and annual
values of the recirculation factor for each site. The lowest mean value of the recircula-
tion factor belongs to Resistencia. The largest mean daily seasonal values of the
recirculation factor at Resistencia, Cordoba, Buenos Aires and Mar del Plata are´
encountered during summer and at Comodoro Rivadavia in spring. The maximum daily
values obtained are found to be between 0.98 and 0.99, indicating cases very close to
total recirculation.

Ž .Figs. 2–6 include isopleth plots of the joint S–R cumulative percent occurrence
calculated for Resistencia, Cordoba, Buenos Aires, Mar del Plata and Comodoro´
Rivadavia, respectively. Each of these figures is a useful representation of the air flow
transport conditions at each site. For example, comparing the shape of the curves for

Table 4
Ž . Ž .Relative frequency of occurrence of stagnation S F130 km and recirculation R G0.6 in the annual periodi i

at each site

Ž . Ž .Site S F130 km % R G0.6 %i i

Resistencia 45 4
Cordoba 15 10´
Buenos Aires 10 6
Mar del Plata 4 7
Comodoro Rivadavia 2 10
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each site, the zone with the best ventilation conditions, can be immediately picked out.
However, if respective critical values are considered, an individual evaluation of the
atmospheric transport conditions at each location can be obtained.

Ž .Following Allwine and Whiteman 1994 , we may assume a critical value Scs130
Ž .km daily average wind speed of 1.5 mrs . The frequencies of occurrence of S FSc ati

each site, obtained from Figs. 2–6, are shown in Table 4. These results show that
Resistencia has 45% of stagnations, while Comodoro Rivadavia has 2%, showing a
decrease in the number of stagnation events as latitude increases.

Ž .Assuming Rcs0.6 Allwine and Whiteman, 1994 the percent occurrence of recircu-
Ž .lation R GRc at each site can be obtained from Figs. 2–6 and the results arei

Žpresented in Table 4. The site with the least number of recirculations is Resistencia 4%
.of the time and those with greatest disposition towards recirculation are Cordoba and´

Ž .Comodoro Rivadavia 10% of the time . The relatively high frequency of recirculation
for Cordoba, could be due to the irregular topography of the area, since this site is´
located in a region surrounded by sierras that might frequently alter the local movement
of the air in that area or they could give origin to local thermally driven flows associated
to the 24-h period. On the other hand, the recirculations encountered at Comodoro
Rivadavia could be a consequence of land–sea breezes.

Ž .According to Allwine and Whiteman 1994 , we calculate the occurrence of ventila-
Ž .tion S GScv and R FRcv assuming Scvs250 km and Rcvs0.2. The percenti i

Ž . Ž .occurrence of ventilation at each site Table 5 can be obtained from the joint S–R
Ž . Ž .cumulative percent occurrence Figs. 2–6 . Resistencia 18% shows the least occur-

rence of good ventilation conditions and Comodoro Rivadavia has the largest frequency
Ž .of ventilation events 58% . Now, we are going to see if these results agree with the

obtained from previous studies of the ventilation coefficient in Argentina. A criterion
usually adopted is that if the ventilation coefficient is less than 6000 m2rs the site has

Ž .limited ventilation Munn, 1970; Dobbins, 1979 . In Table 5, we also present the
frequency of ventilation coefficient greater than 6000 m2rs obtained from Mazzeo and

Ž .Gassmann 1994 . Only a qualitative comparison between the values in both columns of
this Table would be appropriate because of the different concepts, methodologies and
criteria used to obtain them. A qualitative agreement between the results of both

Ž .approaches for classifying locations except Cordoba according to ventilation potential´

Table 5
Ž .Relative frequency of occurrence of ventilation S G250 km and R F0.2 and of ventilation coefficienti i

greater than 6000 m2rs, in the annual period at each site
aŽ .Site S G250 km and R F0.2 % Ventilation coefficienti i

2 Ž .)6000 m rs %

Resistencia 18 54
Cordoba 35 79´
Buenos Aires 40 66
Mar del Plata 52 71
Comodoro Rivadavia 58 85

a Ž .From Mazzeo and Gassmann 1994 .
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Ž . ŽFig. 7. Seasonal variation of percent occurrence of stagnations S F130 km at each location. Re:i
.Resistencia; Co: Cordoba; BA: Buenos Aires; MdP: Mar del Plata; CR: Comodoro Rivadavia.´

can be observed. The values in both columns of Table 5 show that Resistencia has the
worst ventilation conditions and Comodoro Rivadavia has the best ones.

Fig. 7 shows seasonal percent occurrence of stagnations for each site. In all sites,
during autumn and winter, the probability of stagnation increases. The least number of
stagnation events occurs during spring at Resistencia and Cordoba and during summer at´
Buenos Aires and Mar del Plata. In general, the percent occurrence of stagnation
decreases from north to south.

Fig. 8, shows the seasonal frequency of recirculation at each site. The season with the
most probability of recirculation is summer, except in Comodoro Rivadavia where it is
spring. In all the sites, winter shows the lowest frequency of recirculation. The largest
seasonal values of the frequency of recirculation are encountered at Comodoro Riva-
davia during summer and spring and the lowest at Resistencia during winter.

Ž . ŽFig. 8. Seasonal variation of percent occurrence of recirculations R G0.6 at each location. Re: Resistencia;i
.Co: Cordoba; BA: Buenos Aires; MdP: Mar del Plata; CR: Comodoro Rivadavia.´
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Ž .Fig. 9. Seasonal variation of percent occurrence of ventilation S G250 km and R F0.2 at each location.i j
Ž .Re: Resistencia; Co: Cordoba; BA: Buenos Aires; MdP: Mar del Plata; CR: Comodoro Rivadavia.´

Fig. 9 shows the seasonal frequencies of ventilation for each site. It can be observed
that the percent occurrence of ventilation events generally increases with latitude. The
lowest seasonal frequency is observed during summer in Resistencia and the largest
during autumn in Comodoro Rivadavia. Resistencia, Cordoba, Buenos Aires and Mar´
del Plata show good ventilation conditions more frequently during spring and Comodoro
Rivadavia during autumn. The least frequency of ventilation for Resistencia, Cordoba´
and Mar del Plata is observed in summer, for Buenos Aires during autumn and for
Comodoro Rivadavia in spring.

4. Summary

We compute the discrete daily integral quantities used to characterize the stagnation,
Žrecirculation and ventilation potential of the atmosphere of five sites Resistencia,

.Cordoba, Buenos Aires, Mar del Plata and Comodoro Rivadavia located in different´
regions of the Argentine Republic. The mean, maximum and minimum values of these
quantities and their seasonal variations are presented. The plots of the joint cumulative
percent occurrence of the recirculation and wind run factors that give a complete visual
representation of the stagnation, recirculation and ventilation character of the air flow at

Žeach location, are shown. Using these plots independently of the critical values
.considered , it is possible to infer that the studied sites can be arranged according to the

proneness of their area towards good ventilation, in the following order: Comodoro
ŽRivadavia, Mar del Plata, Buenos Aires, Cordoba and Resistencia this last one shows´

.the least number of ventilation events .
Ž .The analysis of the calculated values of the integral quantities shows that: i

Resistencia lays in an area with a greater tendency towards stagnation, as it shows the
Ž .smallest mean value of the wind run factor s153 km . The highest mean wind run
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Ž . Ž .value s633 km is obtained in Comodoro Rivadavia. ii In the northeastern region of
the country, stagnations are present 45% of the time, while in the southern part of the

Ž .country they occur only 2% of the time. iii Conditions leading to stagnation are more
frequently encountered during autumn and winter in all the sites, except in Resistencia

Ž .where they are also present in the summer. iv All sites had at least one case of total
Ž . Ž .stagnation S s0 km in 24 h, but never during spring. v The mean seasonal values ofi

the recirculation factor are greater in spring and summer, showing the development of
Ž .thermally driven local circulations. vi Slight annual variation of the mean value of the

Ž .recirculation factor is observed in Cordoba mean annual value 0.25 , possibly because´
Ž .the site is located in a complex terrain area. vii Situations close to total recirculation

Ž . Ž .recirculation factor of 0.98 or 0.99 can be found at all the sites. viii Larger daily
values of the recirculation factor are, in general, more frequently observed during

Ž .summer. ix Buenos Aires and Resistencia show small frequency of large daily values
of the recirculation factor. Comodoro Rivadavia and Cordoba show greater percent´

Ž .occurrence of recirculations. x The most ventilated area is found in the southern region
Ž . Ž .of the country 58% of the time . xi A low tendency towards ventilation is observed in

Ž . Ž .the northeastern part of the country during the whole year 18% of the time . xii Spring
is the season of the year that shows the largest frequency of ventilation events for all
sites except for Comodoro Rivadavia where the largest frequency is observed in autumn
and winter.
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